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Standard Tuning
Capo on the 8th fret

Chords:

G:       320033 or 320003
Cadd9:   x32033
Em7:     x22033
D/F#:    200233

 Intro:     Cadd9

G
 I miss you so
                  Cadd9
 And you ll never know
                            Em7
 I was too afraid to try to show you love
     G
 To give it up
   Cadd9
 To let you know I might

         G
 Care a little
        D/F#
 Care a lot
         Em7                    G              Cadd9
 Hold a place for you in this stubborn heart of mine
    G      D/F#
 I hide it well

                 Cadd9       G
 And maybe you ll never seeeee
           D/F#    Em7   D/F#
 But you ve got meeeee



    Cadd9            G
 And do you still remember me
      D/F#                 Em7
 Your long lost friend you used to need
     Cadd9                  G              D/F#
 I m still hoping that you might find your way back
    Cadd9          G
 And if you ever think of me
   D/F#                     Em7
 I hope you know that it ll never be
     Cadd9            G            D/F#
 Too late for you to make your way back

G 
 Are you alright
                Cadd9
 Are you getting by

 Do you still laugh out loud
 Em7               G            Cadd9
 Like we used to  til it made us cry
               G         D/F#
 And does it spark a memory
          Em7                   G           Cadd9
 When you hear my name does it make you miss me
      G      D/F#
 You hide it well

         Cadd9      G
 Did you close the door
           D/F#  Em7   D/F#
 Well I m still yours
 

    Cadd9            G
 And do you still remember me
      D/F#                 Em7
 Your long lost friend you used to need
     Cadd9                  G              D/F#
 I m still hoping that you might find your way back
    Cadd9          G
 And if you ever think of me
   D/F#                     Em7
 I hope you know that it ll never be
     Cadd9            G            D/F#
 Too late for you to make your way back

          Em7   D/F#
 On a downtown street (Your favorite song on repeat)
         Cadd9           D/F#
 Drinking coffee late at night (Your favorite show on tv)



              Em7        D/F#
 Driving your car around all around (Do you remember me)
Cadd9        D/F#
 All around 
           Em7   D/F#
 On a downtown street (Your favorite song on repeat)
         Cadd9           D/F#
 Drinking coffee late at night (Your favorite show on tv)
              Em7        D/F#
 Driving your car around all around (Do you remember me)
Cadd9        
 All around

 
    Cadd9            G
 And do you still remember me
      D/F#                 Em7
 Your long lost friend you used to need
     Cadd9                  G              D/F#
 I m still hoping that you might find your way back
    Cadd9          G
 And if you ever think of me
   D/F#                     Em7
 I hope you know that it ll never be
     Cadd9            G            D/F#
 Too late for you to make your way back
                Cadd9             G            D/F#
 No it s not too late for you to make your way back
                 Cadd9             G            D/F#
 No it s not too late for you to make your way back
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